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Volume VIII No. 4 
· Photo By 
Micro _t~cbers beware! Sophomore med students Ken Weisman, Marty Trlchtinger, George Risi, and Bilbo Loeliger warm 
up for impending finals. 
JMC Ponders Election Reform 
by Nick Tepe 
In its . January meeting, the 
Student Council formed an Ad 
Hoc Committee for Election Pro-
·cedures chaired by Vice-President 
Marty Carney '80. The committee 
is to develop alternatives to the 
current process of electing Student 
Council officers. 
through to graduation. 
Therefore, there are three sets of 
representatives: 1) those elected 
. November of their Freshman year, 
2) those elec ted January of their 
Sophomore year, and 3) those 
elected April of their Junior year. 
Thus, officers of the Council are 
elected in December just prior to 
replacement of the Sophomore 
representatives. 
This point was the problem that 
Mr . Grimes , and greater than 
50% of the Sophomore class ob-
jected to. Mr. Grimes argued that 
the elections should be delayed 
until after Soph~more elections so 
there would be fresh student input · 
into the elections., 
some of the elections. Freshman 
wHI hold 2 elecdens · heir 
first year. The first e lection will b e 
in October to elect 5 temporary re-
presentatives .... Again in March, 
there will be e.lections for , per-
manent Freshman representatives. 
All other elections will stay the 
same except for a minor shift of 
Junior elections earlier in the year. 
This new system will result 'in re-
presentatives from the Freshman 
class who will have to pass what 
will be in effect, a vote of con-
fidence. T hose elected in March 
will have sufficient time to learn 
about the council, and thus be 
able to make wise decisions in the 
December elections. , 
T .. Uition: 
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Up, Up and Away 
by George Risi the percent of state and federal 
Dr. Lewis Bluemle, new money. Projected figures indicate 
president of the University, an- that upperclass tuition will be 
nounced at an informal Question above $6000 and under class 
and Answer-session, that Medical tuition will be over $6,500. (These 
and Allied Health students can figures given by Dr. Bluemle were 
expect at least a 6% rise in tuition rough estimates.) 
next year. This meeting was held Dr. Bluemle also commented on 
at the request of the American · the Cianfrani indictment, which 
Medical Students Association. An charges that medical 
increase of the same magnitude schools admissions had been 
has already been made for the bought. Jefferson did not, to Dr. 
College of Allied Health to take Bluemle's knowledge , partkipate 
effect this spring. in any illegal activities . yet , he felt 
At the noon meeting Dr. admissions officials 1. · have been 
Bluemle explained Jefferson's overly intereste rn com-
- budget for the upcoming year. municating decisions to legislators 
Funcling from the state is down Y. before the applicants themselves 
of a million dollars from last year were -notified. A commission of 
lea•1ing Jefferson to swallow a $1 Mr. Charles Bowser Esq., Dr. 
mlllion deficit. Since most of the Stephen Peikin, and Mr. Richard 
·~:~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ee~)!a~--liill!!liliilli.i!i!~.i . education a program we_ . University, it is here that Jefferson Brucker and student Dale T ucKer, 
must pick up the slack . will begin in February to examine 
Compounding the budget current admissions policies. 
problem is that salaries and wages On another recent news item, 
are expected to go up at least 6% Dr. Bluemle spoke about local 
while the Supplies and Expense press reports that Jefferson owes 
budget is expected to increase 4% the city of Philadelphia $1 million 
minimally. Though Dr. Bluemle in back taxes, giving the im-
pointed out that the figures on the , pression that the University · is 
budget were not yet complete, financially unhealthy. In fact, the 
'students should expect to at least unpaid taxes are only that portion 
cover these increases with a tuition which Jefferson has legally con-
, hike . The possibility of an even tested. (ed. note: see article by 
larger increase was · not dis- Jamie Lockard} 
counted, since the percent of costs In response to further questions 
born by tuition ts increasing over cont'd 011 page s . 
The subject of inconsistencies in 
election timing ·was brought for-
ward in the December election 
meeting of the Student Council by 
Mike Grimes, who is not a Student 
Council representative. Mr. 
Crimes noted that although 
elections of officers was to be held 
in late December, 1the Sophomore 
class was not able to vote in new 
representatives until January . . As 
the situ-a ti on stood, officers were 
elected upon by some repre-
sentatives who might be out 9f_ 
office the next month. 
The current process of election 
is complicated by the fact that the 
Medica l College classes do not all 
elect simultaneously. 
T he opposition in Council 
argued that the more seasoned 
Sophomore representatives were 
better able to elect officers , since 
new representatives would be un-
familiar with many of the candi-
dates. After much debate and 
parliamentary maneuvering, a 
compromise was reached . The 
elections were held for officers , but 
an Ad Hoc Committee was formed 
to look into improvements of the 
election process. In addition to 
Chairman Carney, the committee 
includes Ron Springe} '78, Ken 
Certa '79, Mike Grimes '80 and 
Roger Allcroft '81 ·. 
TJU Contests Tax . Levy 
T he freshman class elects per-
manent representatives in Novem-
ber who serve for slightly more 
than a year until the January 
election of their Sophomore year. 
These new Sophomore represent-
atives serve through most of the 
third year until the Junior class 
holds new elections in April. These 
Junior representatives serve 
Marty Carney '80 suggests that 
there be a shift in the time for 
NORWOOD AUGERS 
by N eeraj Kanwal 
In an interview with the Ariel, 
Vice-President for Planning, 
George Norwood said that the long · 
postponed tennis courts were still 
budgeted for construction and that 
work may begin in the spring. 
Thi informal discussion with 
M r . fl' orwood centered primarily 
on where Jefferson University is 
heading a nd touched . on topics 
ranging from Conference space in 
the new hospital to the current te-
organization of the Board of 
Trustees. 
Norwood was instructed by Dr. 
Bluemle at the opening exercises 
in September to complete a five ~ 
-year plan for the future of the Uni-
versity. T he first step is . presently 
on the verge of completion as the 
Board of Trustees is being re-
organized by its new chairman, 
cont'd u11 pagl' 3 
, by Jamie Lockard 
In mid -January articles ap-
peared in the Philadelphia In -
quirer and the Evening Bulletin 
implying that Jefferson is over 
$926,000 delinquent in city real 
estate tax, purportedly owed on 
the new hospital building being 
constructed at 11th and Chestnut. 
According to the· Inquirer, 
Patrick N. Murrary, manager of 
the Philadelphia Department of 
Revenue's delinquent real estate 
tax collections, had listed the 11th 
and Chestnut site for tax sale. 
Mr. George Belk, head of TJU's 
Public Relations Department, 
calls the articles "to some extent 
not well informed." Mr. Edwin 
Taylor, vice-president for finance, 
told Ariel that City Solicitor Shel-
don Albert . has indicated to the 
university 's attorney that the tax 
saie 1i ting was inadvertent. 
Jefferson is not delinquent in its 
tax payments . . The university-ie.els 
that the construction site,is not eli-
gible for real estate taxation, and 
" so payment of the $926,000, if 
necessary at all, would not be ex-
pected until completion of the 
legal appeal process. The follow-
ing , released exclusively to the 
Ariel, is Jeffs report to its bond 
managing broker, Kidder Peabody 
&Co.: 
"Jan. 26, 1978--According to 
the Constitution of the Common-
wealth and Pennsylvania statute, 
Thomas Jefferson ·University Hos-
pital is a charitable institution 
and, as such, is exempt from real 
estate taxes .... 
''Disregarding this factor, the 
City of Philadelphia is seeking 
to levy real estate taxes on property 
that is the site of the new and ad-
vanced Hospital. Specifically, the 
City seeks taxes on the hospital site 
fo r the period during which the 
building has been under construc-
tion--an issue we have appealed. 
This tax is being sought at the only 
' t ime when the new hospital is not 
producing revenue . 
"The City's present attitude 
toward Thomas Jefferson Univer-
. sity Hospital would inevitably cur-
tail free medical services provided 
to Philadelphians .and frustrate the 
Hospital' s aim to provide low-cost 
health care and medical edu-
cation. 
"We believe that neither 
common Sense nor public policy 
supports assessment of taxes upon 
a charitable institution such as the 
Hospital. Such an assessment, if 
granted, would increase the cost of 
charitable medical services for 
citizens of the Commonwealth and 
·would contradict the State's policy 
of encouraging charities to expand 
to meet growing public needs. 
"Thomas Jefferson University 
already pays its fair share of legi-
t imate taxes. In fact , the Univer-
sity paid $294,000 in taxes on 
other properties in 1976 and 1977. 
cont 'd on page 5 
\ -
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Bluemle Hears Potential Problems 
by Marty Shenot 
Representatives from the 1961 
Soceity recently met with Univer-
sity President Lewis W. Bluemle to 
discuss problems that pertain to 
the women of the medical school. 
According to '61 Society President 
Jean Grem, the purpose of the 
meeting was not to voice specific 
grievances but rather to make the 
president aware of some potential 
problem areas. 
The problem of overt discrimin-
ation against women is largely a_ 
thing of the past : said Society re- -
presentatives . However, the more 
subtle problems with general atti-
tudes toward women in medicine 
still exist. The '61 Society feels 
that a more positive and support-
ive attitude toward women 
students is needed in admissions, 
the basic ·sciences, and especially 
in the clinical years . 
The clinical years of medical 
school was one issue discussed at 
the meeting. The '61 Society was 
especially concerned with the poor 
reputation Jefferson Hospital has 
among fomale students. The 
women's on-call facilities were 
described as terrible, and the de-
partment of surgery in particular 
came up for criticism. In an in-
formal survey ·circulated among 
female students who did their 
surgical rotatiori:at fefferson, most 
rated the experience poor to 
terrible. 
Changes in the clinical years 
must start with a positive attitude 
toward women demonstrated by 
the department heads, '61 Society 
members maintained. They 
pointed out that it is difficult for a 
student to point out. behavior of a 
resident ·or attending physician 
that she considers inappropriate or 
offensive because of the fear of a 
poor evaluation by that doctor. In 
that vein, the '61 Society requested 
that Dr. Bluemle use his influence 
in the current search for a Surgery 
Department Head to choose some- ' 
one sensitive to the concerns of 
women physicians: 
Another issue broached at the 
meeting was the enr-ollment of 
w~men at Jefferson. For their cur-
rent Freshman class, approxi-
mately 23% of their offers of 
acceptance were· to women. 
However, the matriculating . class 
of . 1981 consists of only 18% 
women. well below the national 
average. The 1961 Society was 
alarmed by this trend. They saw 
Jefferson as having an image 
problem in that the school is seen 
by some pre-med advisors as "a 
place where a woman would not be 
happy." . The Society members 
offered · the suggestion that more 
forceful recruitment and public 
relations efforts were necessary to 
attract qualified women to Jeffer-
son. 
The president agreed that it was 
indeed importan_t to maintain a 
high level of talent, both male and 
female, in the medical school. He 
gave the · 1961 Society reassurances 
that he was interested and sympa-
thetic to the concerns of the 
women of Jefferson. 
AMSA GroUp 
to Study Ag.ed 
by Jim .Sechler Kuhns, President of the Grey 
Very soon, members of the Panthers . ·Other topics at later 
Jefferson Community will have dates will include the patho-
, some unique opportunities to learn - physiology and the psychology of 
more about the plight of the aging. aging. Freshman and sophomore 
An HEW grant has found its way small groups will -have op-
through the CDC and AMSA to _portunities for visits by Grey · 
the hands of a sampling of Jef- Panther.s; and field. work in the 
ferson students for a project f9rm of outrea~h visitations will 
dealing with this topic . Interested invlove nursing and medical 
students include sophomore students. Working with the aged 
medical students Rich Perry, Rob in a variety of settings will also be 
Kiefner, Rob Finley, Stephanie offered. Two training sessions will 
Malleus, Bill Lovett and Dave preceed these training sessions for 
· Gastfriend; freshman student those interested . . 
Chris Roscoe; and nursing student Faculty members involved with 
Allison Harle. this project include Professor of 
The project will inculde 4 or S Psychiatry Dr. Maurice E. Linden 
lectures, field work opportunities, and Chairman of Preventive 
and ·other activities. The first of Medicine and Community Health 
the lectures will be co-sponsored· Dr. William G. Krehl. Dr. Krehl 
with the Family Physician Society, wilJ allow the out reach visits to 
be held on March 21st in the fulfill the requ iirement for 
_evening, and feature Maggie ·sophomre community projects. 
Superb German & Continental 
Restaurant Since 1923 -
Open llf ond~y Thru Saturday Closed Sunday 
Luncheon 11 :30 to 4:00 ($2. 75-$8.5()) 
Dinner 4:00 to 10:00 ($3.95-$12.00) 
Wed. to Sat. 'ti ll 11 :00 p. m . Phone W'A S-2 772 
· 1214 .Sansom Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
March 1, 1978 
ToELCREsT$ 
Medical Equipment 
and Services Co. 
CENTER CITY BRANCH 
Physicians Equipment · and Supplies 
Distributors for Welch-Allyn, Tycos, Burdick, etc. 
~\1·'1·~· 
'~' 
- ·~ 
Medicare Rental and Sales 
Everything for the patient: hospital beds 
, wheelchairs etc. 
( 
We bill medicare for you when eligible 
1109 Walnut St., Phlla., Pa. 19107 
Phone·· 923-1791 
"On the· Jeffers an Cam us 
RESEARCH EXPO SLATED 
by Vince Armentl 
The Society of Sigma Xi at 
Thomas Jefferson University will 
be holding the Annual "Student's 
Research _ Day" on Wednesday, 
April S, 1978. 
As in previous years both grad-
uate and medical students. 'lre in ~ 
vH;ed to present poster . present-
ations on their current research. 
Two prizes of $100 each will be 
awarded to the best presentations 
in th'e graduate and · medical 
student categories. 
In order to allow sufficient time 
fo_r planning of sp,ace and judging 
ot . presentations the dead\irie for 
one page abstracts has been set for 
' March 17, 1978. These abstracts 
,can be sent to Dr. Joseph R. Sher-
win, Department of Physiology, 
Jefferson Alumni Hall. 
Information on the preparation 
-0f display boards for poster 
presentation is available to 
students by seeing either Dr. Sher-
win or Dr. Ralph DeHoratius, 
Department of Medicine. 
A seminar 1speaker is planned 
following the poster session, and 
the prizes will be awarded at a re-
ception following the guest 
presentation. 
Victorious Ca Victim 
Speaks to . Frosh 
· A courageous guest speaker cancer and hopefully return a riew 
addressed this year's freshman lease on life. Eva was one of the 
medical students in a Cancer first patients in the nation to 
Chemotherapy Correlation lecture . . undergo this surgery. 
during Cell & Tissue Biology. Today, Eva is Mrs. Ronald Ball. 
Eva Ball is 22 years old, She walks with a slight stiffness in 
married, a Philadelphian, and a the once-cancerous leg and she has 
cancer patient .who has become a to use a cane to get around at 
goodwill ambassador for .the times, but she's one of the hap-
American Cancer Society. piest people on earth. 'In March of 
· Her strong will and determin- 1977 she joined with volut).teers 
ation were put to the test more from around the Philadelphia area 
than two years ago when Eva, a to witness Mayor Frank L,. Rizzo 
young ~woman about to leave the issue a proclamation on behalf of 
trials of adolescence for the rigors the American Cancer Society 
of adulthood, faced a surgical designating April as Caricer Con-
operation with tremendously high trol Month. 
stakes~ her leg and her life. Now an active ACS volunteer 
She had osteogenic sarcoma. she has brought a message of hope 
Amputation was a 95% possibility to the public through films, radio, 
and diagnosis couldn't have come television and newspapers. 
at a worse time - four months Eva has helped ACS, Phila-
beforehe r scheduledwedding.That delphia Division, and other Divi-
was back in mid-1974 when a new sions of the Society by speaking at 
procedure was being tried out in a numerous local Cru_sade kickoffs, 
New York hospital, designed to and by explaining how the patient 
save the patient' s leg, remove the reacts to the trauma of the disease. 
March 1, 1978 
Ariel 
AMERICANS 
ARM 
ARABS 
by Doug Hiller 
The Carter Administration has 
approved extensive warplane sales 
to three Middle Eastern nations. 
Secretary of Stat·e Cyrus Vance 
stated that the Administration is 
prepared to allow the sale of 4.8 
billion dollars worth of F-16, F-15 
and F-SE airplanes, plus other ad-
vanced weaponry, to Israel, Eygpt, 
and Saudi Arabia. 
The airplanes represent the -
· front · line of modern weapons 
technology. The F-16 is a Mach 2 
lightweight fighter and bomber. 
The F-5E is a slightly less ex-
pensive and somewhat slower air-
'plane designed as a fighter and 
bomber , which is considered to be 
in most respects inferior to the F-
16. The most controversial point of 
the sales is the F-.15 "Eagle." The 
Eagle is a Mach 2.5 longrange 
'interceptor which contains the · 
most modern American electronic 
warfare devices, and is currently 
priced at $17 million per airplane. 
It · was originally designed to inter-
cept high flying high speed Soviet 
bombers and their fighter support. 
The American version is equipped 
with missiles which are effective at 
up to 200 miles. 
Egypt is receiving SO F-SE air-
craft, and while these are . not an 
inconsequential addition to her ar-
senal, it is felt by many sources 
that the impact of this sale is less 
military than psychological. The 
fact that Israel is planning to re-
ceive 75 of the superior F-16's and 
15 F-lS's effectively nullifies any 
threat posed by the ·Eygptian air-
planes. The sale to the Saudi Ara-
bians of the 60 F-15's, 400 Maver-
1978 JMC Executive Council Pres. Cathy Zuurbler, V. Pres. Marty Camey, 
Sec'y Betsy McGuire, a~d Treas~ Jamie Hoffman. 
Photo by Ken Buckwalker 
ick ai~-to-surface missiles and of certain land in the Gaza would 
2.000 Sidewinder air-to-air mis- not put them in a compromising 
siles does contribute a new factor military situation as long as the 
to the balance of military power in. balance of conventional weapons is 
the Middle East. - not seri9usly in the favor of their 
Cyrus Vance is quoted as saying 
that the arms sales to Arab nations 
are in the interest of the 'course of 
moderation.' This underscores the 
feeling of many observers that the 
arms deal is the first of a number 
of steps by the Carter Administra- . 
tion to bring real pressure to bear 
on the Israelis to approach peace 
talks in the spirit of compromise. 
It is felt that the Israelis wiJJ make 
none of the significant concessions 
demanded by Anwar El-Sadat as 
long as they are negotiating from 
a posture of total military super-
iority. It is believed that the Is-
. raelis do ha:ve nucJear weapons, 
which gives · them the trump card 
in forestalling any battle to the 
death. Therefore, the conc,,.ssion 
historical enemies. 
The Israeli government has been 
publicJy qutte d~pka~d by the 
arrangement despite their own 
substantial purchases, and has . . 
expressed misgivings as to the 
future of their nation should such 
a trend continue. The Arab capi-
tals are not ecstatic with the 
planned sales, but are pleased. 
Egypt, especially, has been· in neeo 
of new air power since her schism 
with the USSR left her with an ob-
solescent and increasingly difficult 
to maintain airforce. The pro-
posed $4.8 billion deal will face a 
difficult time . in Congress, most 
especially in regard to the sales to 
the Saudis and to the Egyptians. 
*********************************~' Jeff· Recalls -4570 
-Pre-'56 Patient Models 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.--Thomas 
Jefferson University is notifying 4,570 
former patients who received X-ray 
treatment of the head, neck or chest 
prior to 1956 to contact the University 
Hospitat 
These persons could be "at risk" or 
susceptible to thyroid carcinoma, 
according to Dr. Simon Kramer, 
chairman of the department of 
radiation therapy - and nuclell;t 
medicine. 
"We have completed a review oi 
35,000 patient charts to locate those 
persons who should be con~erned," 
Dr. Kramer said. "Our review shows 
that 2,170 former patients definitely 
rec~ived such X-ray treatments. 
Another group of 2,400 persons may 
have had such treatment, and are 
being notified." · 
· The notificiations that have been--
and are being--mailed detail both the 
risk and the st~ps persons ·should 
take. Each letter contains a reJ?lY 
postcard. 
Since many treatments were given 
to newborn infants, some records do 
not indicate the first n~me of the 
baby, Dr. Kramer said. As a result , a 
number of notification letters are 
being sent in care of the patients' 
parents. _ 
"From the 1920's to the- 1950's," 
Dr. Kramer stated, "X-ray therapy 
was considered good medical practice 
and very effective treatment for 
patients with such conditions as -
enlargement of the thymus gland, 
ringworm of the scalp, enlargement of 
the tonsils and adenoids, deafness 
due to lymphoid tissue around the 
eustachian tubes, acne, hemagiomas 
of the head and neck, and enlarge-
ment oflymph nodes in the neck. 
"Recent scientific evidence in-. 
dicates that persons who ·received 
such treatment have a ,higher risk of 
developing thyroid tumors. For-
tunately," he added, "only a smail 
percentage of those individuals will 
develop a thyroid tumor, and most of 
these -have -been found not to be-
cancer ." 
"At the present time, we are 
recommending a complete physical 
examination with special attention to 
the neck region to be performed by a 
family physician. Following this, a 
thyroid scan should be done," he 
said. 
Dr. Kramer suggested that 
"persons born at Jefferson earlier 
than 1956 check with their parents or 
other relatives to determine whether 
they · may · have received X-ray 
therapy . ~· . 
Any person born at Jefferson before 
1956--or who received X-ray treat-
ment there as a child prior . to 1956--
should call (215) 829-8650 so that a 
cross-reference against records cal'I: be 
made. The telephone number is 
desigm:.ted specifically to provide 
support for this thyroid program. 
Page 3· 
LCME' Presents 
No · Problems 
cont'd from page I 
F.rederick Ballard. The problem of 
only a few trustees taking an active 
role in deliberations requires staff-
ing the 'more important commit-
te~s with the more dedicated . 
trustees. 
Other plans mentioned by Mr. 
. Norwood were the development o( 
new programs in the Occupational 
and Physical Therapy areas. Th~s 
move is being planned despite the 
College of Health Science's recent 
setback in the state budget. The 
College is planning on getting 
back on its feet by increasing the 
burden upon their present pro-
grams and students. No presently 
formed programs will be cut how-
ever, in order to make up the 
deficit. 
enough conference space in the 
new structure, Mr. Norwood con-
ceded that there would be a 
problem with the present arrange-
ment. There are presently three 
conference rooms that can be 
scheduled on each floor, but con-
sternation . has arisen over the fact 
that these rooms would be difficult 
to obtain on short notice, when 
they are in fact most needed. Mr. 
Norwood said that if it is a "simple 
matter of unlocking doors, they 
will be (unlocked)." ' 
Finally regarding accreditation 
this 'year, Mr. Norwood said there 
would be no difficulty for the Uni-
versity ' since the problems men-
tioned last time have been ironed 
The most extensive plans are re-
gard!ng the new hospital. Here the 
new facility and the Pavillion will 
be the only ones to remain as in-
patient buildings. There are plans 
to remodel the lab space through 
the two buildings, yet X-ray, oper-
ating room, and maternity facil-
ities will remain as they are now. 
· out. Specific problems in 
. Psychiatry · and Surgery are on 
their way to being solved. And 
changes in the Penn State-Jeffer-
son program have been made and 
the committment of the University 
to that program has been 
strengthened. 
Concerning the particular stu-
dent COIJlplaint toward the lack of 
Vice-President Norwood was 
interviewed by Marty Trichtinger 
and Neera}Kanwal. 
CAM ERAS-Fl LM 
~~~PMQ+~-  ,~~~-~FT-~~~, 
FINISHING 
AT 
DISCOUNT 
132 S. 11th St. 
WA 2·1216 
. -the. 
rocking 
. horse 
'ce crectnt 
store 
starri"' 
SA~SETfS 
AM 
ltAA6EN . 
OAzc; * 
12.11 aPRcxe. sr. 
GAME RAS 
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How to. Succeed in· Grad School ... 
by Joel Schaffer 
A graduate student at Jefferson 
is expected to develop certain 
talents and acquire various skills 
which will lead to the attainment 
of a Ph.D. degree. The successful 
grad student is an undeniably 
good-looking fellow who. possesses 
an astute intelligence, dedication, 
knowledge of the literature (not 
Kurt Vonnegut), and a desire to 
work in the lab until ungodly 
hours. He will also lack any in-
. terest whatsoever in sport, intoxi-
cants and women. (Since female 
grad students ate as popular as . 
female surgical residents with 
some faculty members, they .are 
also as abundant.) Except for the 
first characteristic, I have never 
witnessed any expression ·of the 
aforementioned qualities in the · 
grad students that I know~ There-
Jore, in order to be successful in 
graduate school, one must over-
come these personal shortcomings. 
First, there is the . intelligence 
factor. It-is bad enough that most 
grad students failed to get in to 
med school in the first place, but 
then asking us to perform above 
80% in competition with the 225 
motivated, highly intelligent indi-
viduals who did make it to med 
school can "psyche you out." 
However, this can · be used to your 
advantage once you realize that 1/3 
of the class is neither more moti-
vated nor any brighter than you 
are. Now you can create the il-
lusio'! that since more is expected, 
of you, then you must obviously 
know more. This image can be 
further exaggerated and made 
known to your department by 
placing a sign outside your lab: 
"TUTORIALS IN BIOCHEM-
ISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY BY 
APPOINTMENT ONLY." Since . 
no one is likely to request your 
assistance, it won't interfere with 
afternoon basketball. 
Another situation that involved 
ingenuity is convincing everyone 
that you are constantly in the lab. 
The most critical step is to be in 
lab before your advisor arrives. 
After he has settled himself-and is 
mulling over .the 3 ·or 4 hours of 
committee work he has to do, it is 
safe to leave, but always use com-
ments like "I think I'll head over 
to the library and read the new 
journals" or "Someone in physio-
logy has an interesting technique 
that I'd like to learn so I'm going 
to check it out." You have thus 
established . your presence in the 
lab, shown your dedication to 
research, and given yourself time 
to play racquetball. lt is then im-
portant to arrive back in lab prior 
Talent and Reputation! 
VISIT P!1,IMA!1,IL Y CUTS AND COLOl1, 
SOON .. . H COULD OE THE ST Al1,T OF A 
OEAUTIFUL FRtENDSHIP. 
Primarily Cuts &.. Color I ~~~ 
SUBURBAN 
Havertown 
Bryn Mawr 
·Ardmore 
789-HAIR 
527-CUTS 
649-4964 
CE~TER CITY 
Ludlow St. 561-2880 
Walnut at 10th 627-8323 
to your advisor's departure. Walk 
in carrying some us_eless contrap-
tion saying, ''.If I work on this all 
night it might really improve our 
assay system." By this maneuver 
you have indicated your intention 
to do an "all nighter." This is im-
portant becaµse your advisor pro-
bably did all nighters as a grad 
student, and he feels that such 
suffering is good for you. This 
illusion can be_ magnified by keep-
ing a cot in your lab. I know one 
grad student who did so for four 
years. He only used it twice, and 
that was because he was a casualty 
ofthe Friday night TG parties. 
Eventually you will be asked to 
take the written and oral prelim-
'inary exams for your degree. This 
is a grave situation and is the 
crucial step in your quest for a 
Ph.D. These exams have an im-
pact similar to national boards, 
except that Divine Intervention is . 
the only sure method of passing. 
Since this is an unreliable methcxl, 
you will have to actually study. 
However, do so in your lab and 
wear your labcoat. Roam through 
the department on occasion. 
' Everyone knows that you are sup- same time praying to God to have 
posed to be preparing for these the fire alarm ring) and that there-
tortuou.s exams, but they will see fore the locus of God is irrelevant 
you as "working in lab", and - to you. Someone then asks "Well, 
, they'll think "That guy is some- how would you determine the locus 
thing else, these exams don't even . of God?". Your shirt is soaking 
worry him. I like a student who wet, your bladder is making you 
thinks more of research that some think of something else, and the 
old exam," The result is that you fire alarm has yet to ring. YOU: "I 
have diminished the meaning of would not attempt to answer that, 
the exam in your professors' eyes, because I'm aware of my bias, 
and they will be more lenient when which would prejudice my choice 
they grade them. After you've of methcxls and my conclusions." 
taken the written part of the exam, 'X our tormentors finally give up on 
it is important to appear dis- the avenue and ask straight for-
gruntled and exhausted, as invari- ward questions, until... "Put 
ably you will be. While the exams · methotrexate and folic acid on the 
are being graded you are supposed board, and tell me something 
to suffer, so play along and look about them." You are now fever-
scared; it helps. ishly connecting benzene rings, 
You've passed. Now comes the erasing, drawing some .more and 
oral exam. You know who is on trying to figure out where those 
your committee, you'ye studied damn nitrogens go. After a few 
their respective lectures, and minutes of this your questioner 
you're ready for anything. So the states that he only wanted you to 
first question is put to you: "What write the names. They have finally 
is the locus of Gcxl?." YOU: 0. succeeded in flustering you and so, 
YOU, again: 0 huh? The satisfied with themselves, they 
question is repeated. Being a decide to pass you and make you, 
quick thinker, you repJy that you officially, a candidate for the 
are temporarily an agnostic .(at the degree of doctor of philosophy. 
Faculty Perspective VII 
- Protecting the -Public Trust 
by Robert L. Brent, M.D. What makes a non-profit insti-
Several years ago I . wrote a tution run smoot~ly? Who is re- · 
"Faculty Perspective" entitled ; sponsible when things go awry? 
"It's ve~y quiet here." It dealt with ' These are important questions for 
the turmoil that has become the medical students and faculty be-
fabric of some non-profit instiut- cause many of you will be or have 
tions. The basis of trat original accepted appointments as 
aritcle -dealt with the experiences members of a board of trustees. As 
of one of our medical school grad- a member of a board of trustees 
. uates who went to New York City you have two majot responsib-
as a resident. After having been at ilities. First, you are appointed to 
. Jefferson, ·he was amazed at the protect the public trust . You are to 
chaos and animosity that existed make sure that the individuals who 
in the top administration at th~ in- are employees of that non-profit 
stitution where he was a resident. institution do not exploit that 
If you recall the original essay, as a institution to the detriment of the 
student he was not even aware that 
there was a senior administration 
at Jefferson. The original article 
ended with a -complimentary de-
scription of our Board of Trustees 
and Senior Administration. In es-
sence, they were doing their job 
with skill and without notoriety. 
The recent publicity and 
notoriety afforded one of.our sister 
medical' schools in Philadelphia, 
and my own experience with the 
now defunct American- Pediatric 
FoundatiOn, made me realize that 
the original article was not com-
plete. 
public . Secondly, as a board 
member, you are selected to define 
and accomplish the institutional 
goals in an efficient and outstand-
ing manner. Many board of 
trustee members think of their 
appointment as an honor without 
responsibility. It could not be fur-
ther from the truth. A board 
member has both fiscal and moral 
responsibility for the institution. 
That is why it is essential that his 
personal financial dealings with 
that non-profit institution should 
be negligible. There should not 
even ·be a suggestion that a board 
member is profiting from 
membership on the board. There 
are, of course, .some standard ex-
ceptions, such as in the area of 
legal and 'investment counseling. 
There may be many reasons for 
institutional difficulties. In many 
instances it may be due to unfore-
seen fiscal responsibilities of the . 
state or city; however, when- it is 
due to poor management, the final 
responsibility rests. with the board 
of trustees. In a recent legal case 
dealing with malpractice, a board 
of trustees of a hospital was sued 
for permitting an incompetent 
physician to remain on the staff. 
We are fortunate that at Jeffer-
son the Board of Trustees follows 
the . guidelines for responsible 
board membership. Students and 
faculty should remember that 
when and if they ever accept board 
membership, that the "honor'' is 
quite peripheral to the real mean-
ing of board membership. Do not 
accept these responsibilities if you 
cannot spend enough time to pro-
tect the public trust. 
Thank goodness - it's still very 
quiet here at Jefferson. 
Mendelsohn- Lubeck & C-o. Luna's Sandwich & Pizza· 
steaks, hoagies, fried chi_cken~ 
shrimp and flounder •r•fes.s1 .... 1 lnsura•ce Service Te 
T•e l•lire ~effersen C•••u•lty 
George H. Lubeck, C.L.U. 
3 Penn Center Plaia 
Phila., Penna. ~9102 
LO 4-1055 
255 S. 10th St . 
. Around ·the corner. from· Jeff Hall 
OPEN .MON SAT 
11 :oo · - 10:00 
DELIVERY 4 - 10pm 
922 - 6905 
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Tardy Taxes Not Delinquent 
cont'd from page 1 
(The Health Science Center, Or-
lowitz Residence, and the new 
hospital project manager's office 
on 11th Street--Ed.) -
"The principle at stake here is 
whether a tax-exempt institution 
shall be liable for real estate taxes 
during the construcion of a facility 
intended for charitable use. The 
issue is now before the Supreme 
Court of Pennsylvania in a suit in-
volving another non-profit insti-
tution. The Court's ruling may 
affect the questi9n of Thomas 
Jefferson University Hospital's tax 
assessment. · 
"Regardless of the outcome of 
the City of Philadelphia's tax 
claim against Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, the Univer-
sity's financial position is and will 
continue to be sound. The insti-
tution's financial stability has been 
documented in financial state-
ments certified by the University's 
external audit firm. (Touche Ross 
& Co.--Ed.) These documents are 
available to the public on request. 
The external audit firm's state-
ment for the years ended June 30, 
1977, and 1976, acknowledges the 
claim by the City and the Univer-
sity's intention to contest it vigor-
ously: · 
"The University (has) been 
billed ... (for) real estate taxes on 
certain properties which the, 
University feels are exempt from 
taxation and, accordingly, has 
not paid such taxes or accrued 
liability therefor on its books. 
"The University intends to 
appeal .) the assessment of these 
properties through the courts 
and take all the other admini-
strative and legal steps available· 
to sustain its position in the 
matter." 
The difference of opinio~ with 
the Philadelphia tax officials is 
unfortunate since the building of 
Jeffs new ·hospital represents, in 
Mr. Belk's words, ) 'a massive 1 
committment to the future of T.J.U. President Lewis W. BluemleJr. 
center city." M.D. 
Call your mother. 
, t 
Nobody in the world understands you the way she does. And she would love to -
hear how you're doing right now. 
Call your mother tonight. .. Long Distance. Because if you dial the call your-
self~ station-to-station, between 5 and 11 PM., you'll be able to talk for ten 
minutes for $2.57 (plus tax) or less to an)J\Nhere in the continental U.S. 
except Alaska! · 
Dial-direct rates do not apply to person-to-person; coin. hotel guest. credit card. collect calls. or'to calls charged to a nother number. 
Dial-direct rates apply on calls placed with an operator where direct dialing facilities are not available. 
Long Distance. What else is so nice for the price? 
Pages 
cont'd fro"'; page I 
on finance, the president went on 
to elaborate that the principal 
sources of revenue for Jeffetson are 
state funding, tuition, and Federal 
capitation. The allotment per 
student from the state has not 
increased since 1972, when it was 
set at $4,400/student/year. When 
questioned, Dr. 'Bluemle said that 
there seemed to be a decreased 
interest iri public support for 
higher education, and that there· 
was a certain amount of hostility 
expressed towards doctors and the · 
funding of their education. · 
Legislators question the need to 
subsidize such a lucrative profes-
sion, since students should be 
easily able to repay loans upon 
grafuation. Dr. Bluemle ad-
ditionally- cited an erosion of the 
image of doctors in the eyes of the 
public. 
When asked by students what 
they can do to rectify the situation, 
Dr. Bluemle said that it was of 
paramount · importance to be true 
to the values with which one came 
to medical school. He empathized 
with the dilemma faced by students 
in trying to cope with tremendou-s 
pressures, however he stated that 
the values of alturism and com-
passion provided the highest and 
most enduring rewards. The 
@. Bell 0. ,,. Pennsul,•an1·a. president went on to say that it is 11 'I y1 important also to let others know what initiatives you are taking to 
~l~~~~~.._.~ .... ~~~liliiliiiliiiiiliiiili!!!lll~ 
make yourself more visible poli-
tically. One should relate more to 
political vectors to try and help 
mold policy. Finally, it is necessary 
to relate back to the educational 
system; for instance, through 
curriculum committees. 
Dr. Bluemle. was then asked to 
comment upon the rising medical 
costs. He began his reply by ad-
mitting that costs are going .up 
much faster than inflation 
demands, at 14% per year. Jef-
ferson's costs are rising at 'only 
11 % if new programs such as the 
new hospital and CAT scanner are 
not included. The public is par-
tially to blame, because when thef 
are well they decry the rising costs , 
but when ill they demand the best 
possible care, no matter what the 
cost. He also said it is an error to 
measure medical care in terms of 
per day hospital costs, because due 
to the increase in quality of patient 
care, one is in the hospital 
significantly less than at any 
previous time. What should be 
done is to measure the cost of 
treating an illness. _ 
Dr. Bluemle wnet on to describe 
Jefferson's costs. The price per day 
is over $300.00 which is motethan 
some places. less than others. 
Much of the cost is due to the fact 
that it is a teaching hospital. 
The last topic upon which the 
president was questioned dealt 
. with the malpractice crisis. The 
key to dealing with this problem, 
Dr. Bluemle said, is to get back to 
the basics · of medical practice. 
Most lawsuits, he explained , arise 
from a basic lack of understanding 
and communication between 
doctor and patient. What is 
needed, then, is to establish ·a 
rapport with one's patients. to 
adequately explain the problem \ 
and then to educate them in the 
proper care of their particular 
problem. 
-·---...,,.....,..,.--~-......... -.......... ----·--··- ·--.---.......... ·~ .... "' .... -
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·Letters to the Editor 
Curriculum Articles Draw Comment 
To the Editor of Ariel: excellent record of our graduates 
I would like to join all others in obtaining postgraduate pos-
who have undoubtedly com- itions . have clearly shown that 
mended you for reviving the Ariel. Jefferson students do indeed rank 
I like your intent to provide com- among the top in the country·. 
prehensive coverage of Jefferson, In view of this background, 
local and national events. I hope knowing the pride with which the 
that the paper will indeed become ,faculty and administration view 
a vehicle for transmission of news the student body, it was a surprise 
and for exchange of ideas; you for me to read in the December 
have certainly made a good start. Ariel a different interpretation of 
News items in the November the faculty's appreciation of our 
and December issues commented students. Subsequent correspon-
on certain matters discussed by the dence with the Student Council 
. Curriculum ,Committee. I have has cleared the misunderstandings 
been approached by many regard- that had led to that report. 
ing these reports, and thought that At times, the Curriculum Com-
it would be usefule to share some mittee is asked to arbitrate in 
of my . comments with other matters involving implementation 
readers of the Ariel. of curricular programs; matters of 
The articles dealt primarily with obvious importance, but normally 
examination policy and schedul- handled by the department~{ or the 
ing: but referred to other matters Dean's Office. The two most 
as well. I would like to reveiw the recent issues of Ariel reported on 
issues in the context in which they such instances. 
appeared before the committee. The Sophomore ciass had 
The main business of theCurri- petitionecl that an examination 
culum Committee is the edu- scheduled for a Saturday be moved 
not_ been transmitted via the usual 
channel~ to the class at the begin-
ning of the academic year, partly 
. due to the rnsijor reorganization of 
the course. When this was dis-
covered, a notice was posted at the 
request of the Sophomore class re-
presentative. The class appealed to 
the Curriculum Committee re- · 
.. ferring to a stipulation in the 
Student Handbook; the Com-
mittee agreed with the logic of the 
appeal, and applied the old rule to 
the disputed examination. It was 
during the discussion of this 
matter' that some critical corn~ 
ments - yes, we often have critical 
comments regrading both students 
and faculty! - were made by some 
faculty members, which were 
amplified and misunderstood way 
beyond the speaker's intent. The 
Ariel article also misquoted some 
statements made regarding the 
number of -.__students failing the 
examina!_!on, and the manner in 
which examinations are scored at 
Jefferson. 
The Curriculum Committee has 
tried to maintain many open · 
channels to t:he student commun-
ity: the three student members, 
elected by the senior, junior and 
sophomore classes, are seen as the 
main coriduit between the Com-
mittee and Student Council. They 
have been most effective and per-
suasive in representing the student 
views. Close and frequent contact 
has also been maintained with the 
St~dent Curriculum Committee, 
as its leadership can readily attest. 
Dr. Gonnella and I have held 
regular monthly meetings with re- , 
presentatives of each of the four 
classes, with an open-ended 
agenda to discuss a variety of 
curriculum related matters. As an 
additional measure, . beginning 
February 1978, minutes of the 
Curriculum Committee meetings 
will be sent to the Student Council. 
Despite these multiple efforts , 
we still seerh to run into occasional 
communication problems. l know 
that there is good will, trust and 
willingness to cooperate on all 
sides, so let's keep trying! We have 
a good educational program and 
can be proud of its products, but 
there is still more work to be done, 
as before in close cooperation with 
the students. 
Sincerely, 
Jussi J. Saukkonen, M.D. 
(Chairman 
Faculty Curriculum Committee) 
Editor's note--The primary 
concern of the Ariel is effective 
communication, and our ·, main 
goal is accurate reportihg .. ·If. at 
any time, anyone feels that we 
haveJailed fo meet this goal, we 
encourage him to submit his cor-
rections or recommendations, and 
we will incorporate his stance into 
our quest for truthful dialogue. · 
cational program of the College: to another day. It turned out that 
·we review the effectiveness of the the department in question had 
program, identify problems and consulted the _master examination 
. try to find ways to solve them. schedule approved by the Student 
Gym Security Lax 
As a result of a recent review, Council in April 1977, and found Dear Editor, 
teaching the skills of physical that Saturday was induded among In the past several months, 
diagnosis has now been totally re- approved days. When the class th~re has been an increasing incid-
orga.nized by instituting the so- petitioned for a change, another , ence of excessive and unauthorized 
called " miniclerkships" for the time was found , and one of the use of the Jefferson Alumni Hall 
last fou r weeks of the Sophomore student representatives was in- athletic facilities. This problem 
year. In close cooperation with formed of this solution prior to the has been of considerable concern 
members of the Student Curri- Student Council meeting which to me and to numerous other 
culum · Committee, new ap- the November Ariel described. students, Commonsr staff, and 
proaches were developed to im - Apparently , a major discussion security personnel. This letter is a 
prove the fo rmer "STAMP" took place at the meeting on an condensation of a proposal I pre-
program; as most of your readers issue which had already found its sented to Student Council on Feb. 
know, a major reorganization was solution. 15 and will present at the next 
put into effect this academic year. The sarne Sophomore exam- meeting of the Commons Board. 
The Committee will monitor the . ination prompted another news re-
success of the new_ programs . In · port in the December Ariel, but 
addition, the Curriculum Com- for a different reason. In August 
mittee ·is in the process of review- 1977, the Curriculum Committee 
ing, among other things, several had decided that proficiency in 
aspects of the· clinical programs. one corpponent of the Introduction 
We have discovered problems, but to Clinical ~edicine course cannot 
we have /seen and been able to compensate for a deficiency in 
document a far greater number of another segment, due to the widely 
strengths in the programs. Both different content matter of the 
intra- and extramural (National various components. It turned out 
Boards) evaluations , as well as the that word of this new policy had 
It seems that Commons 
membership, which allows . use of 
the athletic facilities, is open to 
students and to faculty, Jefferson 
and Stouffers employees and their 
families for a yearly fee. Each 
member ·is permitted 3 guests by 
paying a fee of $1.00 for each 
guest. As a result, a large number 
of guests have been using the fac-
ility. These guests are not affi-
From My Corner 
One Student , One Vote 
I was reluctant to use this forum December postponement petition ·- that lets the student body do the~ 
to consider an issue that seems to· meant, and what I think most of electing. 
affect only one sector of the Jeff er- my classmates felt, was not that we According to Student Council ~ 
son community until I realized were tired of our 5 class reps (on ·member Ty Jenkins, the current · 
that the 900-strong medical college· the contrary, they served our class election procedure was devised . 
comprises a large fraction of the commendably) but that we ob- when not many students were in- : 
university · and, thus, the issue of jected fo the principle of a new terested in the doings of Student 
JMC Student Council election re- Student Council president being Council, the situation is obviously 
form ' indirectly affects the whole elected · by people who might re- changing (witness December's 
school. main council members for only sophomore uproar), and "tpe old 
Elsewhere in this issue Nick 
Tepe has written an excellent 
artiele detailing the particulars of 
the situation. Marty Carney's ad 
hoc committee is doing a good job. 
He presented its first recom-
mendation for a constitutional 
amendment at the most recent 
Student Council meeting. As 
Nick 's article explains, this 
.amendment t~kes care· of one pro-
blem : that representatives elected 
when the freshmen barely know 
one another serve an inordinately 
long term . 
BUT that's not enough . What 
my signature on Mike Grimes' 
one more month . way just perpetuates the apathy is 
There's a simple solution to the was created in." The ad hoc com-
"the-only-people-with-enough- mittee Illeets Monday, February 
experience-to-elect-new-officers- 27, to consider general elections. 
are-the-lame-ducks" · quandry: · The meeting is open to all. In the 
general elections. The rat!onale for words · of JMCSC President 
the current method of holding Zuurbier, who calls general 
electfons is that the executive elections a question that "everyone 
board sees itself as leaders only of ought to consider both ways," it · 
a parliamentary body, not of the would be "beautiful to see more 
whole school. I think that the people outside council" involved. 
executive board members must be Even though Cathy says we have 
the only people at TJU who see "from now till gazoo" before the . 
themselves that way. It just ain't . nextelt>ction, itwouldn'toffendmy . 
so . The president, vice-president, personal penchant for · procrast- · 
secretary, and treasurer effectively inati.on to get this issue resolved. 
serve the student body, so the only 
equitable •election method . is .one. J~ie Lockard 
liated with Jefferson. There have 
been instan~es in which guests 
have opened the back doors of the 
building to admit unauthorized 
persons. 
Consequently, the word appears 
to be out in the community that 
Jeff Hall is a good place to come. 
Unauthorized persons are now 
entering the gym directly, via the 
front door and fire towers, bypas-
sing the issue counter. Perhaps 
several personal experiences will 
be illustrative. 
On ~eb. 8, when the schools 
were closed for snow, I observed 
several 12-14 year olds in the gym. 
They told me they were children of 
'commons members. Late.r 
another student observed them 
. playing unsupervised in the weight 
room. Second, during the weekend 
of Feb. 11-12, there was a large in-
flux of unauthorized people into 
the gym, and I was told a back 
door had been propped open. 
The most important incident 
· occured on Feb. 13. A fellow came 
into the gym in street clothes ;ind 
asked a student, who he did not 
know, to allow him to · be a guest. 
The student complied, giving this 
"guest" his name. A short time 
later, I observed this guest plus 
another outsider (wearing street 
clothes and sneakers~ in the gym. 
1When I asked the student if he had 
authorized 2 " guests," he said no. 
The student and I confronted the_2 
"guests" and were told by the first 
fellow that he had brought his 
friend in urider the student's 
name. At this point, we asked the 
two to leave, and were greeted with 
hostile tones of voice and the pro-
testation that "We have come here 
before and didn't get any trouble." 
A continuation of this situation 
can only· have very undesireable 
consequences. The presence of 
young children in the gym area 
without supervision invites a · tra-
gedy. The gym and weight room 
are fraught with danger for 
cont'd on page · 7 · 
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Psych Changes Personality Letters Continued 
New Rules 
Needed for 
Gym Use 
by PaulJ. Fink, M.D. 
The Ariel req ties ted a brief 
article on changes which have oc-
. curred or are planned in the 
Department of Psychiatry. The 
upcoming L.C.M.E. accreditation 
visit prompted this request, since 
one of the major deficits found by 
the L.C.M.E. visitors four years 
ago was in the overall teaching of 
behavioral medicine at Jefferson . 
The top priorities and most sig-
nificant academic missions of the 
department are in the areas of 
undergraduate and graduate edu-
cation. The Department believes 
that the-teaching of Psychiatry and 
the relationship between mind and 
body must be a constant thread 
. throughout ·the entire curriculum. 
Furthermore, students must have 
the.opportunities to examine their 
own . attitudes and behaviors as 
they d~'<;elop into physicians. 
Our approach to psychiatric 
education is to combine a scientific 
presentation of the current know-
ledge in the fields of clinical 
psychiatry, psychology, develop-
mental theory, theories of emo-/ 
tional growth and development 
and theorie~ of mental functioning 
with an equally _ important thrµst 
in the areas of interviewing , 
communications theory, group 
dynamics. and other aspects of the 
art of medicine . This latter cate-
gory includes such diverse issues as 
self examination , attitudes 
toward patients , examination of 
personal attitudes regarding 
ethical issues . reacti~ns to death , 
the effect of medical education on 
the individual and the individual's 
response to stress. This is indeed a 
large order. · · 
Fortunately, many of these 
areas of concern are shared by a 
number of departments, each of 
which has specific areas of expert-
ise and interest. Indeed , several 
departments are growing in-
creasingly concerned about the 
process of medical education 
which may be antithetical to the 
.stated -objectives of the curri-
culum. A lack of respect , courtesy 
and positive regard among 
students and between students and 
faculty may foreshadow similar 
behaviors in the future Dr.-patient 
activities ofthese same students. 
Our efforts in ~ndergraduate 
medical education take place in all 
3 phases of the Jefferson curri-
:-0--;<~ .... culUm ~"':T·he· greatest concentration 
has taken place in the preclinical 
years where, under the direction of 
Dr. Adrian Copeland, we have 
helped in a massive revision of the 
ICM and Medicine and Society 
courses. 
The "small group" program has 
been a major project and our most 
important curricular res.pon-
sibility. This program is .now run -
ning 30 groups every week a'nd in-
volves 450 students and 85 faculty. 
It is interdiscipJinary including 
psychiatrists. non-ps ychiatric 
physicians. psychologists. social 
workers. nurses and an anthropo- · 
logist. The non-psychiatric prysi-
cians are drawn from Family 
Medicine ~ Internal Medicine, 
Pediatrics, Ob-Gyn. Rehabil -
itation Medicine and Community 
Health and Preventive Medicine. 
As judged by faculty and students 
this programs is highly successful , 
although there remain students 
who neither understand the pur-
pose or the method _used in these 
groups and are not happy. 
Problems of appropriate methods 
of course evaluation and variabil-
ity among faculty remain to be 
solved. 
The Department is continually 
working on improvement of the _di-
dactic programs in both the Fresh-
. man and Sophomore years. We 
have also developed in conjunction 
with the De_partment of Ob-Gyn a 
new Freshman course in Human 
Sexuality which we Jlope will fill a 
much needed void in the curri-
culum. 
The clerkship nas been 
tightened up, and, under the 
direction of Dr. Roy Clouse, it is 
now found to be very satisfying to 
all students. A new mini course in 
psychiatry for the non-psychiatrist 
has been introduced to stress the 
department'..s emphasis on the 
close ties betwee_n psychiatry and 
medicine . 
We a re currently negotiati ng 
with the curriculum committee for 
changes In the track system so that 
the place of psychiatry will be 
more appropriate and more at-
tractive to students interested in a 
more in depth study of the field 
during their senior year . New 
clerkships in Child Psychiatry, Sex 
Therapy, Substance ·Abuse · and 
Consultation and Liaison have 
been introduced. 
Major changes, additions and 
improvements in clinical services 
have taken place. in an effort to 
improve our academic offerings. 
The most important of these has 
been the development of a consul-
tation-liaison service in the hospi-
tal to deal with the entire area of 
patient consultation and staff edu-
cation in the area of psycho-
somatic medicine and the psycho-
logic problems of the medical and 
surgical patients. This service has 
been met with great satisfaction by 
the hospital, residents and stu- _ 
dents on a number of services. The 
appointment of a director of the 
psychiatric ,emergency and crisis 
service, a new chief of our open 
unit on the 14th Floor of the 
KIPSELV'S 
. REST AU RAN_T; 
BAKERY, PIZZA 
OPEN 7-11 
7:.fJ 
, MON-FRI 
SAT 
Across from Nurses Residence 
at 212 S ... 11th St. 
Thompson Bldg. and a coordi-
nator of student education in the 
CMHC have all served to improve 
the administration of student pro-
grams and the acceptance of 
psychiatry within the institution . 
It is difficult in a brief statement 
to be comprehe11sive with regard to 
the many changes in the Depart-
ment. In addition to under-
graduate ·education, the Depart-
ment has worked on improving (1) 
the residency training program 
which has resulted in a banner 
recruitment year. (2) the research 
stance with the planning of a cen-
ter for the study of a-lcoholism and 
a center for the study of schizo-
phrenia and (3) the continuing 
education activities of the depart-
ment for both psychiatrists and 
non-psychiatric physicians. 
The Oepartment's weekly 
_Wednesday noo'n c;onferences have 
been widely publicized arid open to 
the entire University. Organized 
by Cyril Puhulla, speakers and 
topics are chosen which will be of 
interest to the widest possible 
audience . 
We have just celebrated the 
opening of new departmental 
headquarters on the- 3rd Floor of 
the Curtis Clinic and have partici-
pated actively in planning new 
clinical space in the Hospital. The 
hiring of a new director of the 
Divisions of Adult Psychiatry and 
of Child, Adolescent and Family 
Psychiatry have been significant 
add itions to the strength of our 
faculty. -
The future se~ms bright for this 
Department and the problems 
which once existed with regard to · 
the training of all segments of the 
Jefferson family in behavioral 
aspects of medicine are rapidly 
fading into the past. · 
cont'd _trom page 6 
children. I know of no other ath-
letic facility which is open to un-
supervised children. Secondly, the 
presence of people not affiliated 
with Jefferson in the gym raises an 
interesting question of legal lia-
bility should an accident occur. 
Third. the p~esenceofthese people 
in the gym will lead to increased 
theft in the locker room (many 
trusting souls leave_ their lockers 
open while they shower), vandal-
ism and increased thefts thrpugh-
out Jeff Hall since the entire build-
ing is accessible from the gym via 
the fire towers. 
Fourth, the increased number of 
people using the gym will hasten 
depreciation of the facility leading 
to increased repair costs, which l 
doubt will be covered by the $1.00 
guest fees. Finally, the increased 
use of facilities by guests and un-
authorized people will decrease the 
time and space available for 
- students. I am assuming that Jeff 
Hall is a university facility and as 
such exists primarily for students 
and is not the Locust Street 
County Club . 
I have several suggestions about 
how to improve this situation . I 
have suggested that the Commons 
Board determine what, legally, the 
function of Jeff Commons is sup-
posed to be , by consulting _the 
University Charter, Federal grants 
and the university lawyer . I have 
also suggested that the Board 
speak with the Director of Security 
about increasing coverage in Jeff 
Hall. 
In addition, there are some im-
provements which could be insti-
tuted immediately. Persons under 
age t-8 who are not Jeff students 
must be accompanied by a parent 
or guardian while in the gym. 
Second, the number of guests per 
member should be decreased to 
one. At the same time; the guest 
Jee should be increased to discour-
age large numbers of guests from 
using the gym. Third , students 
should be discouraged from al-
lowing people they do not know to 
come in as their· guests. Fourth, 
students should not feel shy about 
challenging unknown people in the 
gym and rep_orting them to the 
issue counter. I have done it many 
times and have not been punched 
in the nose--yet. Finally, a Com-
mQns employee (perhaps an 
impoverished med student?) 
should be stationed at the gym en-
tranc:e downstairs to collect and 
keep keys of those using the gym 
(as is now done upstairs at the 
issue counter). 
lrt condusfon, I would like to em-
phasize that this problem requires . 
prom pt action before there is a 
t ragic injury to a child , a robbery 
or a lawsuit. · 
Eric Ml, haehi 
JM C Class Gf 1978 
THE 1978 ,CLINlC ... 
Promises to be one of the very best ,Jefferson ye-~Hbooks. 
Don't miss it ... order yours today by simply detaching~ 
the convenient order form and mailing with 
your check for $14.00 to 
THE 1978 CLINIC 
-
Box 777 Jefferson Alumni Hall 
1020 Locust St. Phila Pa. 19107 , 
········~·······················~·····~··························································· 
Please send me --- yearbooks at $14.00 each . 
I 1· have enclosed $ ___ _ for ____ books 
Please send my copy to: 
Name--------------~------
Mailing address-------'----------
Order Your Jefferson Yearbook Now 
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MARCH 1 ' 
WED. 
MARCH 8, 
WED .. · 
MARCH 9, 
THURS. 
•· 
MARCH 
. 10,11,13, 
FRI. SAT. 
MON. 
MARCH 12, 
. SUN. 
MARCH 14, 
TUES. 
MARCH 15, 
WED . 
MARCH 16,17, 
THURS. FRI. 
.MARCH 17, 
FRI. 
.. 
MARCH 18 , 
SAT. 
MARCH 
18, 19,20, 
SAT SUN. 
STUPOR, COMA, AND DEATH: Surgical Resident Genevieve Bu.fold 11 ln danger of being strung up In "Coma." MON . . 
film clips 
MARCH 19, 
SUN. 
MARCH 21, 
TUES. 
MARCH 23, 
THURS. 
MARCH 24, 
FRI. 
lOpm, Pub Night at Phi Chi_. 
4:30-7:00pm, Commons Board Meeting, M-21. 
9pm-12am, Beef and Brew Night, Music by Stewart Mitch-
ell, Cafeteria. · 
8pm, Commons Film Series, "The Nine Lives of Fritz the • 
Cat" , $1,00 Students and Commons Members, $1.50 
Guests, Solis Cohen. . 
3pm, Cushion Concert, Academy of Vocal.Arts Trio, Cafe-
teria . 
8-llpm, Square Dance, Juggernaut String Band, playing 
and teaching, refre(_shments, free, Cafeteria. . 
11:00am-2:00pm, Hawaiian Luau Luncheon, Cafeteria. A 
La Carte Menu. · 
8:30-10:30am, S.A.C. Coffee, Mezzanine 1 Bal~ony . 
8pm)2am, T.G.I.F. Party, Dancing music by Southridge, 
Jeff 1.D. and guest passes required. Guest passes may be ob-
tained from the receptionist at the· information desk, Jeff : 
Hall , Cafeteria. 
8pm, Last day to see The Glass M enagerie at the Repertory 
Co., 1928 Chestnut. Tickets $3.50 in the Commons Office. 
8pm, Commons Film Series, "The Odessa· File" , $1.00 • 
Students and Commons Members , $1.50 guests, Solis 
Cohen. 
7pm, Intramural Swim Meet, Pool. 
8-llpm, Contemporary Concert, For The Listeners, Phila-
delphia Jazz Ensemble, Cafeteria . 
3prn, Recreation Area closed for Good Friday Holiday: 
,7:30am-10:00pm, Recreation Area closed for G9od Friday 
HoHday. Nightmare on Film 
·• MARCH 25,26 
SAT. SUN. 
Recreation Area Closed for Easter Weekend. 
by Patrick Sokas 
All make splendid ham actors . It : 
is a pleasure to watch craftsmen : 
MARCH , 2?, 
MON. 
7:30am, Recreation Area reopens after Holiday close. 
8:30am, Registration begins for Spring Term Co-Curricular. 
Courses, Information Desk, Jeff Hal. 
Along with exhaustion, mounds 
of scut work , and the· realization 
that hospitals are somewhat ' Jess 
than effiderit, comes a certain 
paranoia. Hospital administrators 
become, not petty beaurocrats, 
but malevolent, omnipotent 
figures conniving to do in patient 
and housestaff alike. · Coma 
captures 'this feeling perfectly . 
- might. The character is such a 
loser that one wonders what she 
sees in him. To the end, he seems 
almost as bad as the badguys. 
who are good at their work . : 
Considerably less good at their: MARCH l9, 
• WED. 
9pm-12am, S.A.C. Games Nigh t, Cafte ria. 
Almost. The evil characters are 
so wholly bad that they redeem 
him somewhat. There are more 
evil stares in Coma than you -can 
count. Richard, Widmark, Rip 
Torn, and Elizabeth Ashley in-
dulge themselves as the nasties. 
work are Kathleen Beller and ·: MARCH 30, 8-llprn, Folk Dance, Don Si~on \eading and teaching, re-
Tommy Lee Jones. Jones became : THURS. freshments free, Cafeteria. : 
somewhat famous by doing · a . ~ • •••• ; •• •••• • ••••• • • • ••• •• ••• •.•• • • • ••••• •••• ~~ •••••••••••••••••••••• : 
television special about Howard 
Coma is not a great movie, by a 
longshot. I ts plot is as full of 
cliches as it is riddled with holes . 
But for its nasty, frightening, only 
slightly skewed view of medicine, 
the movie is a must. ' 
Robin Cook's novel has already 
made the rounds at local hospitals, 
read for entertainment ac-
companied by a . shock of recog- . 
nition. So much trashy enter: 
tainment exploits medicine that 
it' s an unaccustomed pleasure to Slumming 
Hughes. He has all -the charm of 
another Nick Nolte . Beller plays 
Olivier's r great-granddaughter, 
Betsy. They name a new car after 
her. The car has more personality, 
and it's just an old Camero. · 
Low Hilarity 
see something so close to right. If you can arrange to see the 
Still an odder pleasure is to ~ee "Lord Olivier , we did not raise second half of Mel Brook's High 
one' s fears on film. The movie you to the peerage for this sort of Anxiety, by all means do. The 
Coma might have been drawn business. We are not amused. " second half of the film is really 
from any medical student's night- So · might an earlier Queen very fu,nny. 
mares . Nightmares of midnight Elizabeth h ave treated the But, oh , the first half1 So many 
chases through deserted corridors , prospect of Laurence Olivier dumb jokes fall flat and then are 
darkened lecture halls, an<l the starring in a Harold Robbins kicked around mercilessly that it's 
ever -disquieting Gross Lab. novel. But QEII is made of softer embarrass.ing. Often, the only way 
Nightmares of the patients who stuff, and · The Betsy rolls on, as to tell that something was sup-
insist upon dying for no evident scheduled. - posed to be funny is that the film 
reason . Nightmares of being Olivier appears as the patriarch pauses for laughter--which doesn't 
t urned into a living vegetable , of Robbin's fictional Fords._ They come. Like a moment of silence for 
which seems to be happening to have affairs, arrange murders, spy a joke that died . 
. some of us as it is. on one another , and jockey for There's so much good business 
Heroine Susan Wheeler power. They win and lose equally in HighAnxietythatit'sashamei~ 
(Genevieve Bujold) has been ungracefully. This is all terribly doesn't click. Brooks t~kes on just 
promoted from medical student to uninteresting. about every Hitchcock film, which 
surgical resident for the film, What is interesting is watching a ' may have been .too-much for him . 
which puts her' in a somewhat cast that includes some of the B-ut he's got the characters rigJ:it. 
more secure position. Nnd what a world's best actors making the Cloris ,Leachman is wonderful as 
heroine she is! Strong, clever , and most of this silly business. They the humpbacked, mustachioed 
persistent , she single-handedly are slumming, after all , a nd they Nurse Diesel, who has a voice like 
uncovers the nefarious plot, which know it. a cement mixer·~. She and Harvey 
involves carving up young people Olivier, who is no spring Korman are Evil. 
for die spare parts . She is a role chicken (he's 70) , doesn't seem Brooks himself is somewhat 
model par excellence. Bujold sure of how to play an old man. He deficient as the film's hero, but 
man a ges to humanize t he settles for a Walter Brennan Madeline Kahn more than makes 
character by adding a dash of vul - impress ion , complete with the up fo r that. She is a good deal 
nerability and a soupcon of irrita- limp . He makes a much more blonder than- any of Hitchcock's 
b ility to the mixture . convincing 40 year old. blondes., and only slightly sfllier . 
M ore 's t he pity t ha t her The B etsy's other stars include Brooks ' movies have not im-
character is the only likeable one Robert Duvall, Katherine Ross, proved one bit since his Y oung 
in the fil m. Michael Douglas Paul Rudd. Lesley-Ann Down (of Frankenstein. He seems to have 
seems confused in his role as Upstairs, Downsta irs), Jan e gotten a bit stale. That is a shame; 
Letter Defends Convy' s Honor 
Dear Sir, 
I enjoy Mr: Sokas' movie re-
views, but feel obliged to com-
plain about his dismissal of Bert 
Convy as a "noted nonentitiy." I 
have not seen the movie (Semi-
Tough) and can 't comment - on 
Convy's performance in it. But I 
have seen him perform in the 
theater, and he is considerably 
more talented that either Burt 
Reynolds or Kris Kristoffer~on. 
Unfortunately, yery few of the 
many talented -Broadway per-
formers ever make it big in Holly-
wood. Convy appeared in a star-
ring, singi_pg role in the original 
/ 
cast of the Broadway show 
Cabaret , as Sally Bowles ' boy-
friend, and appeared as one of 
Tevye's son-in-laws in the original 
production of Fiddler on the Roof. 
He acted well, and his singj.pg 
voice puts Kris Kristofferson to 
shame. 
It's too bad Convy must appe'ar 
as a TV game show host to make a 
living, but please don 't make 
matters ~orse by calling him a 
nonentity .. 
Mrs. Lorna Shurkin 
Public Relations Dept. 
Real Cantonese, Mandarin, Polynesian, 
and Szechuan dishes .. Discounts for parties 
Hot &. Sour Soup or Seeweed soup .. . $ . 75 
Famous Ch inese Din Sum .... . ........ 80 
Spec ial Luncheon . . ...... . 1.80 
Student's Complete Dinner . ... 2.85 
Origi nal Surpr ise Di nner . . 6.35 
Open daily 11 :00 am - 2:00 am 
, Bujold 's lover, · a • ~oµrth :ye~i: . Alex~n9er and Eqw~rd Herrmann there are too few good ·comedies as 
surgical_ resident.. And '< well he ~· (formerly', Eie~~.~.~ -.~;.~_ f.~ r:: .. ~~in.}~ •. }.~ i~~>~:·).\;'1~; .. );~;~;;:·~:· .t\'. '~~;.;-~:'-:~ ./.;:...:r;1,;~' ;1~ ,··-:\'I 
- • .. .-,;-i:-1-1.::. l,'"~ ~:; t"t'T.i-:L~~- :. <~~":;,. .... ~·~~;-r._:, .... ~-il>r.l~"l'"~~)~ · ~ .. -~!... -.. - ,'· '"~. ,.. 
... 
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(SPECIALS MAR. 1 thru MAR. 14, 1978) 
Now open night and day ... 7 days a week 
for fast. one-_stop, self-ser:-vice shopping. 
Groceries, delicatessen items. frozen foods, 
beverages, fresh produce, cold cuts. Wawa 
dairy products, bakery items. also stationery, notions ... even toys. 
* * * ,WAWA Grand Opening Specials*** 
FRESHLY SLICED FRESHLY SLICED 
DOMESTIC COOKED NEW YORKER HOME STYLE 
HA-M PROVOLONE POTATO CHEESE 'SALAD 
1i2!1~9 1/2LB .. a9· LB .. 49 
WAWA VILLAGE GR_EEN FRESHLY SLICED 
BREAD ICE S~iced Beef CREAM COOKED 20 OZ. LOAVES Corned Beef · 
{All Flavors) COOKED 
GA,.2~9 Beef $~19 3/1.00 Roast 1/2LB ... 
for people on ·the go f 
OPEN EARLY MORNING , r · 
Open 7 days a week 
except Christmas· 
rn.. LATE AT NIGHT. Save Time and Money at Wawa! 
llBNl!Sli!M,_~mll HI-SPEED SHOPPING SAVES TIME AND MONEYl MBl--NllllB 
know, 
Page9~ 
), . ,...._ 
Fig. :2' Fig. 3 
and to her dismay and surprise·, a 
must' child was born before the arrival of · 
Some will -stay and some will go." 
the doctor summoned on account 
of her sudden colic and her 
~nability to retain water. A 
Certainly one · dilemna facing peculiar feature of this case was 
medical · students is the tre- the fact that mental disturbance 
meridous volume and detail of the set in immediately afterward, and 
material that must be memorized. the . mother became morilid and 
Furthermore, the first two years had to be removed to an asylum, 
are complicated by students not but recovered in a few months. 
knowing what parts of this ; [Boston Medical and Surgical 
material are important to learn for Journal, 1878) 
their clinical years; we are unable DISCUSSION 
to separate the pearls from the - Clearly, ~e should suspect · 
oyster shells. pregnancy in every abdominal dis-
In an attempt to correct this order encountered in the female. 
shortcoming, I present some case Always take a detailed sexual 
histories (all of them true) with history of every female patient. If 
some appended diagnostic pearls. the patient is offended, ignore her; 
CASE 1 you're doing your job. If her 
A large catfish jumped into the husband is with her, listen to her, 
mouth of a Madras man. An give her some AJka-Selzer, and 
operation on the esophagus was send her on her way. 
immediately commenced but CASE 3 
abandoned, and a attempt to push In an otherwise healthy male, it 
the fish down with a probang, was found that he could throw into 
which was, in a measure, sue- single action the .... biceps, the 
cessful. However, the patient gave supinator longus, the radial ex-
a convulsive struggle, ·and, to all tensors, the platysma, and many 
appearance~. died. The trachea other muscles. He could displace 
was immediately opened, and , his muscles so that the lower 
respiration restored. During · the angles of the scapulae projected 
course of the night the man , and presented the appeararice his-
vomited up pieces of fish bone torically attributed to loxatiori of 
softened by decomposition. The 'the scapula. He was able so to con-
foregoing acddent is not un- tract his abdominal muscles that 
common among natives of India, the aorta could be distinctly felt 
who are in the habit of swimming with the fingers. In this feat nearly 
with their mouths open in tanks all the abdominal contents were 
abounding with fish . . (from crowded beneath the diaphragm 
Chevers, A Manual of Medical (Fig. 1). On the other hand, he 
Jurisprudence for India) could produce a phantom ab-
DISCUSSION dominal .tumor by driving the coils 
This case illustrates that the key of the intestine with a peculiar 
to successful diagnosis lies in the grasp of the rectus and oblique 
petient history. When a patient . muscles. The "growth" (Fig. 2) 
arrives at your o.ffice with a lump was rounded, dull on percusion 
in his throat ask him if he has been ; a-nd looked as if an exploratory 
to India recently and participated incision would be advisable. By . 
in any of the local customs. If he extraordinary muscular power and 
indicates he cannot talk ask him to extreme laxity of the ligaments, he · 
write down what is wrong. When stimulated all dislocations about 
he writes there is a fish stuck in his ! the hip joint (Fig. 3) . (British 
throat then the diagnosis is made. 1 Medica/Joumal, 1882) 
CASE 2. . DISCUSSION 
A woman of good social position 
who has been married se'{en years, 
arid who had inad ex~ensive 
preparations for a long journey, 
was seized with a "bilious colic", 
Beware of circus personnel. 
Many are frustrated medical stu-
dents out to fool you and make you 
look stupid in front of your 
patients. 
Eddie's Corner 
l07 s. 10th . st~ 
Full ·Course Dinner 
$3.00 Only 
Where Jefferson Medics 
Meet to Eat 
Open 7a.m tQ 8pm 
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""" , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ · ~ needs new~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ blood. ~, 
~ ~ ~Please .J·oin ~ ~ iC ~ G~ 
~ the staff~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '""1' ~ ~ "Short people got no reuon to Uve," grunts Greg Jack as Tom Grablak of Phi Chi a11umes a defensive position. Jack, the 
~ (guaranteed painless) ""1' AKK center, soored a game-high 27 points to lead the 11th Streeten to yet another IM basketball championship. AKK 
""1' . · iC secured a close and hard-fought victory only In the closing minutes in this, the second and final game of the play-off finals, ~*****************~ 62-56. Grablak scored 20 points on 10 field goals for the runners-up: • 
· Cl.A~~lrlEla~ 7.:~~::w:: As~~,~~~~ h~=~e~mc~ai~~~i~~~~= 
Help Wanted 
. Addressers Wanted Immediately! For Sale: 
BIC 940 Turntable with 
Shure 95-AB ·Cartridge 
<;all Steve, 627 -1794 
Work at home--no experience 
necessary--
Excellent Pay. Write 
American Service 
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269 
Dallas, Texas 75321 
~****************** 
IN THE JEFF HALL 
BOOK STORE LOOK FOR 
BOOKS PUBLISHED BY 
YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR THE 
W. B. SAUNDERS co. 
WEST WASHING'fON SQUARE 
PHILADEl.PHIA. PA. 19105 
CAMERA-MART. 
Special 
Reprints from your 
favorite negatives 
.4 for only 59¢ :!~hpon 
Share your memories. Reprints made from one or ~ore 
color negatives of the same size and type. llO. 126. and 
135 only. This coupon must accompany order. Coupon 
expire~ 4/30/78 
Use our 24 - hour film drop 
6147 Woodland Ave . . 
SA 7-0132 
251 S. 10th St 
922-8353 
ant Dean and Director of Student by both the American Board ofln- activity and teaching ability. 
Affairs of Jefferson Medical Col- ternal Medicine (ABIM) and the Members of the fellowship come 
lege was recently elected to fellow- subspecialty of Cardiovascular Di- from three fields which include 
ship in the American College of sease of the ABIM. Following Adult Cardiologists, Pediatric 
Cardiology (F.A.C.C .. In order to these certifications, his nom- Cardiologists and Tborac\c Sut-
receive one of the fields highest · ination was proposed by two fel- geons. 
distinctions, Dr. Mackowiak was lows of the College of Cardiology 
CHEAPEST 6-PACK 
-Martin Trichtinger 
ON CAMPUS 
SW. Corner of 11th 
and Locust 
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S.N.'s Trounce Tough Foe 
by Maureen Dietzler 
The Jefferson Student Nurses 
are showing they are tops on the 
boards--not only state boards but 
also basketball backboards. At 
present the S.N.s' league record 
stands at 7-1 ; the only loss is to 
Abington. 
This year the nurses played 
Lankenau at the Spectrum in an 
emotion-packed game. They were 
defeated in overtime. (However, 
· this was not a scheduled league 
game, so it did not count.) This 
loss against the Archrivals only 
motivated Jeff to beat Lankenau 
this past Thursday, February 9, by 
the score of 28-15. This is the first 
time Jefferson has beaten 
Lankenau in 4 years--It won't be 
the last!! 
The key to this victory was not 
only the hard work-outs the team 
has completed at Jeff Hall, but 
also the positive . attitude that all 
the .members of the team radiate. 
Other assets of the team are their 
cheerle~ders, sponsor, and of 
course the spectators. 
The February 9 game had the 
largest number of spectators we've 
had at a game--a total of six! This 
brings me to the following point: 
We have two important games left 
to determine our play-off stan-
dings. On February 23 we play 
against one of the most com-
petative teams in the league--
Helene Fuld!'! This is a plea for all 
Jeff students to support our team . 
We can't really be a total SUC-
CESS without U . A Septa bus 
leaves the dormitory at 5:45 on 
February 23. Even-though it seems 
inconvenient to take a bus, my 
guess is that the bus would be 
pretty packed if its destiny were 
Pub. Nite instead of the B-ball 
game. Although we don't supply a 
beer, we do supply a cheer! Hope 
to see you on the bus!! 
RUN, RUN, RUN 
cont'd from page 12 lunch. Rather than spending an 
The next problem is when to hour eating, go running. It will 
run. In a crowded daily schedule ""-pick you up in the middle of the 
you may not think you have any day and keep you from eating big 
extra ' time. However, there are lunches. Third and last, run at 
three periods in the day when you 
can make time . First, you can get 
up earlier in the morning. It 
sounds awful, but after a while you 
will get by much better with an 
hour less s·leep . Also, there is very 
little traffic . The drawbacks are 
having to get up at an ungodly 
hour and running in the da rk for a 
~----4"'.¥\--~~·e year..- Second, run at 
night. There is a lot of traffic, so 
you have to be careful and very 
visible, but your body is at its 
loosest. It's a great way to get 
ready for bed. 
And finally, now that you are 
hooked, how do you find out more 
about running? There are two 
source_ books out now: The 
Complete Book of Running- by 
James F. Fixx (Random House, 
$10.95) is great; also The Com-
plete Runner by the editors of 
Runner's World magazine, 
$10.95. I can also recommend 
Runner's .World, the magazine 
which is the only coach most of us 
will ever need. Subscriptions are 
a.bout $10/ year, and copies can be 
obtained at The Athlete's Foot 
stores. 
Well , here is a beginning. With 
a little luck , by spring you"ll be 
doing five miles a day. and won-
dering_-w_hy you didn'talways do it_. 
P· l MORIARTY'S 
1116 Walnut St. 
Quality Gourmet Burgers 
and 
meal size salads 
DRAFT BEER 
Wide selection of 
• I 
domestic and imported beers 
open 11atn to 2 am 
RUGGERS 
REQUEST 
PARTYING 
PERSONNEL 
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BY WAIT P1vzIAIF.cK one of the few valid reasons for not 
The Jefferson Rugby Club is playing. Rugby is a tough contact 
currently preparing for the up- sport, and people do get hurt. 
coming spring season. A tough 10- However , contrary to popular 
week schedule is slated to begin on belief; serious injuries are un-
March 4, with a match at common in rugby. A person 
Haverford College. The Jeff team probably runs a greater risk of 
is coming off a . frustrating (2-8) injury playing rough touch football 
fa fl season . Although the won-lost than playing rugby. The physical 
record was disappointing , most of contact in rugby is more like 
the games were very close. Ttie wrestling than football. In ad-
Black and Blue ruggers did a dition , there is no blocking as in 
virtuoso imitation . of the football. Anyone who plays rugby 
Philadelphia Eagles by managing is guaranteed a few bumps and 
to lose 4 games, in the waning bruises , but serious injuries really 
moments , by 5 points or less. With are uncommon ~ 
most of last season's team return- If a person does fear injury he 
ing, the outlook for the upcoming should not come out for the team; 
season appears bright. but also he should not . play 
However, a major problem is football or basketball, etc. 
facing our team this season; that 2. "I'm not big enoughF' This is 
js, a severe lack of players. The pure B.S. In rugby, unlike most 
people who do play for Jeff are other contact sports , there really is 
among the most dedicated rug- a place for "short . people". 
· gers, and best party-ers, any- Physical endurance and finesse are 
· where, but there simply are not much more important in rugby 
enough of us. Unless more people than physical size. 
begin to get involved with rugby at 3. "I don't have the time!" This 
Jeff, our team is in real danger of again is B.S. Rugby games are 
folding, which would be a shame. . played on Saturday afternoons and 
Many of you probably know very last about 3 hours, excluding the 
little about rugby: It is a truly . party. If a person reaHy wants to _ 
unique sport, possibly the mosC play it is quite easy to find tfie __ _ 
physically demanding team sport time. If you are on call, fine . 
in the world. Yet probably no Simply tell your resident that you 
o~her sport has maintained its tra- want to leave early to go play 
dition and aura of sportsmanship _ rugby. After he calls you a maniac , 
ancl conduct as has rugby. Rugby you will be free to play. Perhaps it 
has often been described as "an should be stated here that hang-
animals' game played by gentle- overs and lover's -disorders are not 
men" , and it really is. We really valid reasons -for missing a rugby 
can 't unders tand the lack of in- game or practice. 
terest in rugby at Jeff over the last Hopefully, these arguments will 
few years . There are numerous convince some of you to come out 
fine athletes atJeff, many of whom for rugby this spring . Give it a try! 
have at one time or another ex- If you find you don't like it you can 
pressed some interest in playing. quit and no one will care . A team 
Yet during the past two seasons organizational meeting and the 
only two new people from Jeff first practice are scheduled for 
came out for the team , ~hile at the mid-February. Times, etc . will be 
same t ime many team members posted .. For further information on 
were lost through graduation. rugby at Jeff, contact either of us 
There are three standard ex-. in the Pharmacology Department 
cuses or reasons people give for not or phone us at home. 
coming out for the team. Two of Walt Prozialeck-Room 326-
them are, to put it bluntly, pure . Jefferson Aiumni Hall-829-7972 
B.S. and one is . not quite true. · (Home-W A3-6748) 
Here are some excuses and our Joel Schaffer-Roo'm 321- . 
replies to them: Jefferson Alumni Hall-829-7970 
1. "I might get hurt!" This is (Home-627-0393) 
Boutique • Cleaners • Tailor 
Combining Quality Dry Cleaning and 
Expert Tailoring w ith our Boutique 
filled with Fine Imported ·Fashions 
Discount to all Jeff. Personnel 
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Feel .Good • • • Live Longer • • • Run 
by Bill Adams 
At 6 a.m. my alarm went off. 
Lifting myself from my bed, ·I 
turned off the alarm and looked 
outside. It was dark and•probably 
very cold, but I got up, dressed 
slowly, did some exercises and ran 
five miles. You may be wondering 
what makes an otherwise rational 
twenty-six-year-old male get up 
early and run five miles in 20° 
cold. The reason is simple. It feels 
gocxi. Now I will try to convince 
you to run. 
Why should you run? Many 
people see ·· runners as a class of 
masochistic cretins who lack tl)e 
sense to sit back and enjoy life. To 
others, runners are narcissists, 
worshipping their trim bcxlies. The 
truth is that perhaps a very few 
people run for neurotic reasons, 
but the majority <;lf r·unners do it 
because they derive benefits far in 
excess of the cost involved. 
There are two major benefits 
_from running: physical benefits, 
the most obvious sort, and mental 
benefits, not · very obvious and 
• 
somewhat controversial. The 
physical benefits are those of 
almost any sport: stronger 
muscles, greater endurance, 
weight loss, increased cardio-.,. 
respiratory fitness, and also en-
hancement of sexual pleasure. 
You feel good. There may .be other 
benefits in terms of gocxi health, 
such as decreased susce'ptibility to 
stroke, myocardia) infarction, and 
arteriosclerotic disease, but these 
results are tentative and hotly de-
bated. 
Much has been written recently 
about the mental benefits of run-
ning, and speaking from my own 
experience, a lot of it is true. Run-
ners feel confident and serene; at 
times ·you feel that no task is 
beyo.nd your capabilities. In addi-
tion, the discipline which running 
requires is both physical and 
mental and carries over into other 
activities. You may find it much 
easier to study, to perform lab-
work, or even to clean the bath.-
room simply because the discipline 
you have acquired by running 
allows you to bend yourself to your 
own will. And finally, there is an 
entity called "the runner's high" 
which some people experience on 
long .runs; it is a feeling of 
euphoria, and I have experienced 
it on a few rare occasions. The 
feeling is ineffable and well worth 
running for. 
Once you have decided to run, 
how do you go about it? In the ~rst 
place, running itself is easy; if you 
can walk, you can run. The 
problem of equipment is easy to 
solve, since the only equipment is a 
Omelets 
for. Brunch 
Saturdays and Sundays! 
good pair of running shoes. In my 
opinion, T.he Athlete's Foot is the 
best store for sport shoes. There is 
one on 13th Street between 
Walnut and Sansom and. one in 
the Gallery. I can recommend a 
few shoes for the uninitiated: The 
New Bala.nee 320, the Nike Waffle 
Trainer, the Brooks Villanova are 
all good shoes, and range in price 
from $22 to $30. Beyond that, old 
clothing is all that is necessary for 
running. If you run in cold 
weather, two points are important: 
one, wear a hat, such as a watch 
cap, and two, wear a few layers of 
thin clothing rather than a thick 
coat :- I run in a T-shirt, a hooded 
sweatshirt, and a thin nylon shell, . 
and these, in addition to sweat-
pants, gloves, and a hat, keep me 
warm in weather as cold as_ 10°. 
Philadelphia is a great place to 
run. Nearby Washington Square 
has an inner sidewalk about four 
laps to the mile, while the outer 
sidewalk is about three laps to the 
mile. ·Simply running around the 
block is almost a quarter-mile, 
and the Jeff maintennance crew 
clears the area quickly after a 
snowfall. The scenic route out to 
the Art Museum is two · miles out . 
and two miles back. Jeff Hall to 
the Delaware River is abo~t one 
mile. Also, Franklin Field (U of 
Penn) is open; the track, is four 
laps to the mile. For you indoor 
buffs there is the Jefferson gym , 
twenty laps to the mile. 
Before running do some stretch-
ing exercises: sit-ups, leg lifts, slow 
toe touches and the u·k.e.~~!Ul.-:il-.-----~~, 
good ten minutes stretching; i! will 
spare you from muscle pulls. If 
you have never run before , start 
slowly. Run a short distance at a 
slow pace, and when you tire, stop 
and walk. When you feel OK run a 
little more. Gradually your dis-
tance between rests will increase, 
until finally you can run a mile 
non-stop. A good rule of thumb is 
never to increase the distance you 
run more than 20% per week. 
Train, don't strain-: 
cont 'd on page 11 
PRESCRIPTIONS 
FILLED 
PAUL 
OPTICAL CO. 
Custom 
_ (Jpti.c~ns 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO 
JEFF PERSONNEL 
135 SOUTH TENTH ST~E~T . 
Pl!!ILA~EL;'.('.' ~JlA . 'Pl'u . ~l9~;1n '<t 
(opposite .ieffenon Hospital) 
MA 7-6332 
